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In the next installment of Coreene Callahanâ€™s bestselling Dragonfury Series: SCOTLAND, a

dragon warrior cursed by a terrible past finds redemption in the arms of the woman he's unable to

protect.Commander of the Scottish pack, dragon warrior Cyprus harbors a terrible secret. A brutal

truth he has long kept hidden. But when a powerful foe resurfaces, he steps from the shadows and

returns to the hunt, vowing to protect his pack along with the woman his enemy seeks to use

against him.Brilliant, broke, and working two jobs, book conservator Elise Woodward has always

struggled to make ends meet. When she lands the middle of a secret war, she becomes the target

of a rogue pack of Dragonkind and the unwitting guest of a warrior who refuses to let her goâ€”and

despite the danger, makes her want to stay.With the rise of a new enemy, Cyprus is forced to face

his demons. But will defeating them be enough? Or will the past return to haunt him, taking the only

woman he will ever love?Other titles in the Dragonfury Series: SCOTLANDFury of a Highland

DragonNovels in the Dragonfury Series:Fury of FireFury of IceFury of SeductionFury of DesireFury

of Fate (a short story)Fury of ObsessionFury of Surrender
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Ahh, sexy dragons with an accent! It doesn't get much better. The Scottish pack faces a new enemy

in book #2, a dragon from the past come back to Scotland to make trouble.Cyprus is the leader of



the Scottish pack with a terrible secret he is keeping from his pack. Hunting a pack of rogue dragons

that have come into their territory he is faced with the ugly truth about the past.Elise is a book nerd

who works at the museum in Scotland conserving old books. Her life is altered when going g to

interview with a priest about converging old books and manuscripts for the church and all hell

breaks loose.

Thanks Mrs. Callahan for such a well written book. It was worth the time I had to wait. Please don't

make us wait so long again.I don't know if it really take so long to write a great book, but please

release them close together again. I have to find all your books in hardback to add to my library.

You are too good of a writer for me to own just the kindle version.

Liked the characters and the storyline. Could use less profanity...after living so long, these guys

should have a plethora of words to express themselves without having to resort to profanity. Could

use better editing...heard used for heart, I think,... probably autocorrect, but several instances in the

book.Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â† Thanks!

Another great dragon story by Coreene Callahan... Cyprus a leader with a secret and Elise ..meant

to be...I am enjoying the Scotland series but still missing the original Dragonfury guys. Can't wait for

the next book.

Cyprus, leader of the Scotland dragon pack, discovers a high energy female at the same time as a

rogue male. Who will win her and how? A bit short but still exciting. More love and war from Coreen

Callahan!

Dragons, revenge, redemption, and love. Plus a high-energy female in need of a rescue. Wonderful

mix!

It is a nice book. It answers some of the questions from the main books but leaves more

unanswered for another book.

I have followed the Dragonfury Series from the first book. Each one is exciting and adventuresome.

The latest book introduces the leader of what is left of the Scottish group. Some mysteries of what

happened to Forge are being revealed. As always we are left with more questions and more



entertaining characters.
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